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ABSTRACT

Matrix elements for the Gamow-Teller operator ~7  extracted from experimental
beta decay and reaction data provide an important test for nuclear structure
models. I will discuss the comparison of new experimental data, in particular
those from the beta decay of the most proton- and neutron-&b  nuclei, to current
shell-model calculations. The comparisons will include detailed strength distri-
butions ss well as the overall hindrance factors. The origin of the hindrance
factor, the reduction in the overall experimental strength in low-lying states rel-
ative to Otrw  (or truncated Ohw)  shell-model calculations, will be discussed. I
also discuss the isospin breaking corrections to Fermi transitions and the nature
of “Super” Gamow-Teller transitions in nuclei up to looSn.

1. Introduction

The study of allowed p decay in nuclei is important for testing nuclear structure
models as well as for predicting the weak interaction rates needed for astrophysical
processes and double beta decay. The decay rate for allowed p-/p+  decay is given by
ftr,s = 6170/[(ga/gv)‘B(GT-I+)  + @F-l+)],  where f is the phase-space factor, tr/s
is the partial half-life for the decay from an initial state (Q;) to a specific fmal state
(XI’!),  B(GT-I+)  = (<  ‘I’,  11  CkUkt:,-  11  Vi >I*  /(2Ji + 1) is the reduced G~UIIOW-
Teller transition rate, and B(F-1,)  =I< V!f II Ckt~,-  11  Q;  >I2  /(2Ji + 1) is the
reduced Fermi decay transition rate. The ga/gv is the ratio of the axial-vector to
vector coupling constants for the nucleon as obtained from the neutron beta decay,
and t+ and t-,  are the nucleon isospin raising and lowering operators, respectively.

The reduced transition rates satisfy the sum rules S(F) = C,B(F-)  -CfB(F+)  =
(N -  Z), and S(GT)  = CfB(GT-)  -  CfB(GT+) = 3(N  -  2). When isospin is
conserved, the Fermi decay goes only to the isobaric analog state. When I Z’zi  I = Ti
then either B(F-)  or B(F+)  is zero and the reduced rate for the other is ( N -  2 (.
There is a small isospin nonconserving part to the nucleon-nucleon interaction due
to the Coulomb and charge-dependent nuclear interactions, and this leads to a small
correction to the Fermi matrix element which is conventionally expressed in the form
A(F) = (1 -  &)B(F). The results of a recent calculation’ for the correction factors
S, are shown in Fig. 1 (crosses connected by a line) and compared to the experimental
values (filled circles) for those O+  + O+  (pure Fermi) decays which have been measured
with high accuracy. 2*3  The experimental values have been adjusted by an overall factor
to fit the calculations for the lowest 2 values. On an absolute scale, the experiment
and theory deviate (from the unitarity of the KM matrix) by 0.3-0.4 percent.‘v4V6
















